
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

6 Day (2 x 3 days) Certification Training  

Train with Senior Instructor Rentao Ravasio 
He offers this international UHT Instructor education for more than 30 

years and has certified over 300 Associate Instructors worldwide. This 

training takes place only once or twice a year and is offering the best 

and an in depth training of the Energy Science tools of the Universal 

Healing Tao combined with deep personal growth in all 4 Dimensions. 

It includes Inner Smile, Six Healing Sounds, Microcosmic Orbit, Iron 

Shirt I and Wisdom Chi Kung. This training is aimed to certify you in 

sharing the Taoist way of life and the Basic Healing Tao techniques 

locally as well as to support you in understanding the principles we 

need to base our life on and making the inner changes necessary to 

enjoy and be fulfilled in our life. Many healers, body-workers, 

psychologists, nurses etc. have integrated this training in their daily life 

and work. 

2 Associate Instructor Trainings are offered and 

both end with the same certificate. 

1 Bern - Switzerland Languages German / English 

- Module 1 

- Module 2 

2 Bern - Switzerland Languages German / French 

- Module 1 

- Module 2 

 Rentao 
As a former professional athlete and sports teacher, I was looking for training methods 

that work from the inside out instead of from the outside in. I found the answers in 

UNIVERSAL HEALING TAO (UHT) and became a student, assistant and senior instructor 

of Grand Master Mantak Chia - founder of the UHT system. I ran a Taoist health centre 

in the Swiss Alps for over 12 years and have been teaching all over the world for more 

than 30 years. In 2008/2012 I organised the first European UHT Instructor Conferences 

with over 250 instructors from 27 countries. As a coach, I share my health prevention 

concepts flowjoy© and 4-Dimensional Health (4-DH®), as well as practical exercises that enable 

every human being to live in flow, joy and love in 24-hour everyday life. 

UHT Associate Instructor 
Training (AIT) 

info@universal-healing-tao.ch • www.universal-healing-tao.ch 

 
 

UNIVERSAL HEALING TAO 
S W I T Z E R L A N D   

Instructor: Rentao - UHT Senior Instructor L e v e l  2  
Registration : rentao@universal-healing-tao.ch • 076 332 39 39 
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http://www.universal-healing-tao.ch/
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  UNIVERSAL HEALING TAO SYSTEM (UHTS)  

Universal Healing Tao Instructor Education 

Information 
You can begin your education any time. As a beginner we recommend you to start with participating in a weekly class, a Basics 

week-end seminar or by taking some private lessons. Any question please contact: rentao@universal-healing-tao.ch 

Prerequisites 
To be accepted into a Certification Program you will need a record of your previous trainings (dates, hours and topics covered in 

trainings). 

A) 1 year of practice in the Basic Practices of UHT and 30-70 hours with a Senior and/ore a Certified Instructor. 

B) Full attendance in one of the UHT Switzerland Associate Instructor Trainings 

Certification 
Your Associate Instructor Education ends with an interview and in case of a successful evaluation with a UHT Certificate which 

allows you to share the basics locally (where you live) to Individuals on a one to one basis and to small groups locally. 

Voices of certified Associate Instructors 
Antonis Kakoullis - Cyprus 

«This course was so deep, so light, so much fun, so real and above all so many ideas and practices coming together to become 

one. The teacher talked from deep experience and understanding, this made it very interesting to comprehend and feel so much 

out of the course. A human, real, funny and trustworthy teacher. It was an eye opener.» 

Guido Demeestere - Belgium 

«I discovered deep seated patterns and experienced great transformation. I made contact with what 

creates life and saw the inner master working through myself. » 

Andrea Boschetti - Italy 

«Ground breaking and stimulating course that awakens you to the field of all possibilities. 

This course gives entirely new vision to actualize in the daily life the principles one decides to base 

one’s life on. » 

Emmanuelle PETIT - France 

« Rentao est un instructeur exceptionnel et c'est la première fois que je trouve dans le Tao un tel équilibre entre rigueur- ef- 

ficacité-clarté-simplicité et convivialité-communion-respect-partage-amour, entre les valeurs masculines et les valeurs 

féminines. Alors un grand merci à toi et à ton travail d'organisateur de nous avoir fait découvrir une perle du Tao. » 

Alain CADART - France 

« Stage merveilleux. Il m'a permis de faire en 7 jours la synthèse de 5 années de travail et donné plus que jamais l'envie de 

continuer et d'enseigner. » 

Barbara BURKHARDT - Switzerland 

“This course was mind-blowing - how amazing to get such a comprehensive and deep overview and insight in such a short time. 

Rentao has a great understanding of the subject. He is teaching and brings across the Universal Healing Tao System in a profound, 

systematic yet gutty way. I feel completely ready and very supported to go out and teach everything we learned.” 

Jürgen WUTSCHEK - Switzerland 

“The Associate Instructor Training was very eye-opening for me. Rentao really knows by experience what he is talking about and 

kindly guided us to our own deep experiences. As a fresh Associate Instructor I really feel a strong support from Rentao in every 

aspect. Again, thank you very much! » 

Information: info@universal-healing-tao.ch • 076 332 39 39 
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